
Career Counselling Program Conducted at IUM, Tura Campus.   

The Marketing Team of IUM Tura Campus Conducted a Career Counselling Program 

on theme: “Find your Passion, Design your Career” on 12th April, 2024. 

The Topics and the Speakers of the Program were: 

  Creating a Career Development Plan – Shri. Asoke Tigidi, IAS (Rtd.) 
 

 Understanding Different Academic Paths and their requirements- Smt. 
Biana W Momin, (Rtd) Principal Tura Government College   
 

 Career Opportunities in the Banking Sector- Shri. Beryl B Sangma, Former 

RBI Chief General Manager 
 

 A Checklist to locating your passion and planning your Career - Dr. Surajit Sen, 
Associate Professor ICFAI University Meghalaya 

 

The Principals, Teachers and Students from various Educational Institutions of Tura and 

Garobadha have participated in the Program. The Participating students were from 

Class XII and Under Graduates Students (Most of them have appeared for the Final 

Year Board exam). All together 210 (178 from other institutions and 32 from IUM, Tura 

Campus) number of students participated in the program.   

In the Program Smt. VSB Sangma Advisor, ICFAI University Meghalaya, Tura Campus 

gave the Introductory Speech who eloquently spoke about finding the journey of a 

career. She reminded us that interests are not mere whims but reflections of our inner 

selves.   

Dr.Alicia Gatphoh , The Vice Chancellor ICFAI University Meghalaya spoke on focusing 

the issue of students navigating their futures with direction and the need to channel 

passion. She delved into the concept of passion, suggesting that it begins with what we 

love, it may start as a hobby, and can blossom into a driving force in our lives. With 

music as a beloved example in our land, she highlighted that sustainability is vital in 

pursuing our careers and stressed the importance of earning degrees to support our 

aspirations. 

The first talk in the technical session was delivered by Shri. Asoke Tigidi, Rtd. IAS 

officer. He began by sharing his own experiences as a student, discussing the 

challenges he faced in choosing his dream career. He spoke about Einstein’s theory of 

relativity to metaphorically describe passion, explaining how a moment feels prolonged 

when in discomfort but flies by when in good company, thus illustrating the essence of 

true passion. Sir Tigidi emphasized that developing a deep passion for our work is 



crucial, stating, “You are what you think you are,” and encouraged students to act like 

the professional they aspire to become.  

Second talk was delivered by Smt. Biana W Momin, the former Principal of Tura 

Government College, who expertly navigated us through the various academic paths 

available to students. She emphasized that academic choices should be aligned with 

personal interests to make learning enjoyable and fulfilling. Madam encouraged 

exploring beyond traditional courses, stressing the importance of entrance exams like 

CUET for accessing top universities and urging preparation alongside class 12 studies. 

She highlighted the significance of vocational training, particularly pointing out the local 

shortage of skilled professionals and suggesting students consider these paths to meet 

regional demands. Madam also touched on the array of professional courses 

available—from NEET and JEE for medical and engineering aspirants to CLAT for law 

and various design tests for creative fields. She discussed the benefits of the New 

Education Policy (NEP), which supports multiple entry and exit points in education, and 

the flexibility to switch streams, enhancing students’ ability to tailor their education to 

their evolving interests. 

The third talk was delivered by Shri. Beryl B. Sangma, former RBI Chief General 

Manager, he took us through a comprehensive journey into the banking sector, 

illustrating its numerous opportunities and robust growth prospects. He underscored the 

importance of choosing the right career, emphasizing that it leads to personal 

satisfaction, professional interest, stability, superior job performance, and monetary 

benefits. Advocating for the banking sector, Sir Beryl highlighted its well-recognized 

brand, professional image, and focus on employee growth. He noted the sector’s 

commitment to integrity and the diverse opportunities it presents, from structured career 

progression for MBA, CA, CS, and ICWA graduates to inclusive entry points for class 12 

students. 

The last speaker of the program was Dr. Surajit Sen, Associate Professor ICFAI 

University Meghalaya  who spoke on the topic “A Checklist to locating your passion 

and planning your Career”. Sir Surajit began his session with a thought provoking 

exercise, prompting students to write an essay on ‘the aim in life’. He engaged with the 

students’ diverse aspirations, ranging from businessmen to entrepreneurs, emphasizing 

that we all harbor dreams. Diving into the program’s theme, he unpacked the concept of 

passion and presented strategies to identify and foster it. 

The Career Counseling Program at IUM, Tura Campus not only aimed to provide 

students with guidance on choosing suitable career paths but also emphasized the 

importance of self-exploration and personal growth. By encouraging students to identify 

their passions and interests, the program assisted them in making well-informed 

decisions about their future endeavors. 



 
The interactive nature of the program allowed students to engage in meaningful 
discussions and ask questions to clarify their doubts. This personalized approach 
helped students gain valuable insights into various career options and understand the 
steps required to achieve their goals. The presence of experienced speakers and 
counselors further enriched the program, providing students with practical advice and 
inspiration to pursue their dreams with confidence. 
 
Moreover, the emphasis on aligning academic choices with personal interests and 
talents underscored the significance of enjoying the learning process and finding 
fulfillment in one's chosen career path. The program also shed light on the evolving 
nature of education and the importance of acquiring skills that are relevant in today's 
dynamic job market. 
 
By organizing such a comprehensive Career Counseling Program, ICFAI, Tura Campus 
demonstrated its commitment to equipping students with the necessary tools and 
knowledge to make informed decisions about their future careers. The event fostered a 
culture of proactive career planning, self-discovery, and readiness for the challenges of 
the professional world, ultimately empowering students to embark on their chosen paths 
with clarity and purpose. 
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